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Infusing clothes with a little extra spirit and accompanying
children for milestones in their life — because you only ever have one childhood — is the creed
the brand has been defending with handmade pieces since 2009.

Each piece in the collection is embellished, either by touches or without restraint, with embroidery,
smocking or handmade appliqués, an approach that makes each style unique and exclusive.

The mother/daughter duo behind Kidiwi composes collections with a poetic, nostalgic and timeless
spirit that always feels right for today and upholds a certain understanding of French chic.

A favorite among royal families and a clientele in search of authenticity, Kidiwi continues to
conquer the world ; its recent arrival in the Middle East rounds out its panel of 200 distributors
around the world.

who are we?
Yes we can love winter! Yes the weather is cold, grey, windy, but if we open our eyes, there 
are  plenty of treasures around us. Kids understood that. 
Outside, they delight in collecting pinecones, picking up twigs, watching the trees dance and 
jumping in a pile of golden leaves... 
There are also these magic moments at the end of the year, where they have the heart in 
celebration, because Santa Claus is coming to town!

It is throughout this winter walk that we have built our collection.

Inspired by this autumn/winter color palette, for girls, we designed sumptuous dresses; for 
boys, there are impeccably cut suits. The indispensable Hermes red velvet is mixed with gray 
and saffron. We also venture this season into large, romantic prints in cobalt blue and coral 
digital print, velvet with a paisley print and sequined tulle for a touch of magic. 

In counterpoint, a nude pink and vintage palette with pearl gray gives the collection a soft 
touch.

Gold and bronze buttons give the collection a chic finish.

Come take this walk with us :)

The spirit of the new collection autumn/winter 2018



bird song

21001 21091 (blouse)
21003 (bloomer)

21004



21093 (blouse)
21002 (skirt)

21005 21009 21006



21010 Headband
TC210
TC211

21011 21008 21007



21002 21096 (shirt)
21012 (bolero)

21013 (skirt)

21087 (pink)

21092 (blouse)
21013 (skirt)

21087 (grey)



walk...
win

ter
 

21017 (blouse)
21016 (bloomer)

21015 21018



21030 21042 21045 (jacket)
21071 (shirt)

21044 (bermuda)

21086 21029 21071 (shirt)
21079 (short)

Bowtie (TT211)



21048 21047 21084

21087 (red)

21087 (navy)

21043



21061 21032 21062 21034 (set) 21060 21077 (shirt)
21066 (dungarees)

Bowtie (navy)



21095 21058 (shirt)
21057 (dungarees)

Bowtie (navy)

21071 (shirt)
21076 (dungarees)

21059 (set)



21085

21089

21088 (grey)

21049 21014 21051



21096 (blouse)
21050 (skirt)

21054 21055 21052(bermuda)
21053(jacket)
21046(gilet)
21041(shirt)

21071 (shirt)
21080 (short)

Bowtie (TT212)

21090



under the autumn sun

21027



21019 21022 21020 (blouse)
21021 (bloomer)

21023 21028 21094 (blouse)
21024 (skirt)



21071 (shirt)
21075 (dungarees)

21074 (shirt)
21066 (dungarees)

Bowtie (navy)

21078 21073 21074 (shirt)
21075 (dungarees)



from the treetops

21035 21036 21090 21031 21033 21083



21081 (set) 21071 (shirt)
21037 (dungarees)

21038(bermuda)
21039(jacket)
21070 (gilet)
21041 (shirt)

21093 (blouse)
21026 (skirt)

21088 (navy)

21088 (green)



21064 21065 (shirt)
21066 (dungarees)

Bowtie (navy)

21063 21056 21068 (jacket)
21069 (gilet)

21067 (bermuda)
21071 (shirt)

21097



accessories

Headbands in velvet :
TV215 (red)

TV217 (mustard)
TV219 (navy)
TV214 (green)

Headbands in Tartan :
TT212 (navy/red tartan)

TT211 (grey tartan)
TT210 (blackwatch)

Bowties *

TT212 TV211

TT211

TT210 TV210

* create yours!
you can pick

 whatever fabric 
from our collection

* create yours!
you can pick

 whatever fabric 
from our collection

*



KIDIWI
5 Rue des Grouettes 
95130 Franconville
Tel : 09.52.92.70.30
Mob : 06.18.76.59.74

E-mail : sales@kidiwi-handmade.com
Site web : www.kidiwi-handmade.com

(c) graphisme freepik


